This paper explores how the link between the hand and the mind might be exploited in the making of strategy. Using Mintzberg's image of a potter undergoing iterative and recursive learning and knowledge-building processes as a point of departure, we develop a 3-level theoretical schema, progressing from the physiological, to the psychological, to the social, to trace the consequences of the hand-mind link. To illustrate our theoretical schema, we present an illustration case of managers from a large telecommunications firm experimenting with a process for strategy-making in which they actively use their hands to construct representations of their organization and its environment. We conclude that new and potent forms of strategy-making might be attained if the fundamental human experience of using one's hands is put in the service of all kinds of organizational learning.
Introduction
"The potter sits before a lump of clay on the wheel. … She has an intimate knowledge of her work, her capabilities, and her markets. As a craftsman, she senses rather than analyses … All these things are working in her mind as her hands are working the clay.
… [M] anagers are craftsmen and strategy is their clay." i In 1987, Henry Mintzberg employed this metaphor of the potter working the clay to illustrate the task and process of strategy-making as hands-on craftsmanship. He argued for fusing formulation and the implementation of strategy by describing the actions of a potter working her material, discovering new possibilities through the tactile manipulation of the clay, and constantly integrating the work of hands with the work of mind.
ii While this metaphor directs attention to the intrinsically enactive nature of strategy-making at both the social and psychological levels, it also bears the seed of an important unexploited human factor in organizations -namely, the connection between hand and mind in the construction of strategy.
Compelled by the conceptual power of the crafting trope, we intend to develop a theoretical basis for the practical extension of Mintzberg's metaphor of the strategist as a hands-on craftsman. In this context, we argue for consideration of the effects of manual activities on processes of strategy-making. i.e. how the link between the hand and the mind might be exploited in the making of strategy. We ground our argument in three theoretical bodies of literature. We start off with the body of theory conceptually closest to the potter metaphor, namely theories emphasizing the physiological significance of the hand-mind connection. A further level of theory discusses, from a psychological angle, how human psychological development and learning are associated with the concrete activity of constructing objects. Finally, we use social constructionism to extend this argument to a more abstract level by pointing to the discursively enacted nature of meaning in social interactions.
We supplement our theory-focused discussion with an illustrative case study of a strategy workshop among senior managers at a large telecommunications firm. This particular type of workshop intentionally involved manual activities, psychological effects, and collective meaning-making processes in the formulation of strategy -and therefore illustrates the key elements in our theoretical discussion. The paper concludes with a discussion of implications for further research.
The physiological dimension: Hand-Mind Interaction
Crafting activities such as pottering can be considered to be a very basic form of activity in human experience. In an industrialized, knowledge driven economy however, much of the high value-adding work of corporations is typically characterized as "white collar work," in contradistinction to "blue collar" or "manual" work. This simplified dichotomous typology is steeped in a broad underlying value system which presumes that the "cognitive" is more important than, and intrinsically superior to, the "manual." It also presumes that the cognitive, being superior, is also necessarily "prior" to the manual.
This has led many people to presume that activities which involve the hand (other than the longhand writing or computer screen-focused typing activities common to most organizations) tend to add less value to organizations than ostensibly cognitive activities do. However, rather than conceiving crafting as a "low productive, physical activity", we see, with Mintzberg, its formative, developmental potential. Therefore, we focus on the connection between cognitive and manual activity, and explore the idea that there is actually a deeply important link between the hand and the brain, with important implications for organizational practice.
The intimate link between the hand and the brain is a primal component in human physiology, and a very significant milestone in the development of human beings. A fundamental fact of the human organism is that the hand is important not only as an instrument for manipulating the physical world, but also as a very large source of feedback and data for the brain. The Canadian neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield developed a "map" of the brain (known as the "motor homunculus") that shows the proportions of it dedicated to controlling different parts of the body. iii In the often-reproduced image with which he illustrated his theoretical findings, what immediately strikes one is the enormous size of the part of the brain devoted to processing input from and providing instruction to the hand. This graphical representation points to the profound interconnection between the hand and the brain on a physiological basis.
However, a still broader background of scientific research into human origins documents the profound interdependence of the hand and mind in the evolution of human beings. In the documentary fossil record, the development of the primate forms which begin to carry the genus "homo" (i.e., "homo habilis"), are dated to a time when several physiological elements begin to appear and co-develop in the anatomy of human ancestors. These include: the development of the five-fingered precision grip with the opposable thumb, the enlargement of the brain, and the elaboration of the speech centers of the brain. The appearance of the first uses of tools -hence the species name "habilis," or "handy" -is contemporary with these other developments. The apparent convergence of these elements in the human evolutionary record is evidence of a multifactorial series of feedback loops in the development of human beings, with the hand in many ways at the center of the action. Wilson, the leading researcher of the hand, claims that "any theory of human intelligence which ignores the interdependence of hand and brain function … is grossly misleading." "We make movements with our hands to help us think." vii Interestingly moreover, we observe that in some modern Western languages, the origins of the words for the English verbs "to understand, to make sense" have a strong metaphorical link to the hand, e.g.
German "begreifen," French "comprendre," and Swedish "fatta." In both cases the literal translation would be "to grasp" -which also in English has a literal link to the hand. i.e. meaning is discursively enacted through social interaction. xvi Thus, the social constructionist perspective proposes that as a construct, reality is always an interpreted, perceived and negotiated reality --or, as Gioia puts it, "the reality people confront is the reality they construe". xvii To a large degree social constructionism has focused on meaning created through linguistically mediated social interaction. This has drawn attention, on the one hand, to the importance of language in general and speech-acts in particular, and how these are used when one is studying people and their systems of meaning: "It is human interchange that gives language its capacity to mean, and it must stand as the critical locus of concern." xviii However, language is not the only dimension in which meaning is enacted, as a wide range of human behavior contributes to the constitution of sense and value in society. xix Giddens, for example, has argued for the importance of understanding human bodily experience not simply as system of timespace constraints, but as one of many constituents in "the essentially transformative character of all human action." xx Building on such foundational assumptions, therefore, a social constructionist approach examines those actions and interactions, which mediate how realities are interpreted and negotiated.
While acknowledging how interaction creates meaning, social constructionism does not subscribe to any specific level of truth to be discovered by objective interpretation.
Hence, in social constructionism, the understanding of a phenomenon is always deemed to occur within an interpretive framework -a proposition congruent with the constructionist line of theory development we have traced so far in this paper xxi . In this respect, Gergen asserts that "the terms and forms by which we achieve understanding of the world and ourselves are social artefacts, products of historically and culturally situated interchanges among people". Thus, we conclude that strategy -howsoever conceived and presented -will always be a theory that is socially constructed: i.e., "the objectives and practices of strategy depend on the particular social system in which strategy-making takes place". xxvii Similarly -and echoing Piaget in this respect - posits that the knowledge being created in organizational strategy implementation combines the situation with action in the situation xxviii : namely, the idea that "execution is analysis and implementation is formulation." xxix Such a concept of strategy-making, therefore, implies that strategy is structured by the meanings and interactions among those making strategy: it is their discursive interaction that constructs and reifies strategy in a particular context.
Crafting Strategy as Embodied Recursive Enactment
We began with a discussion of three areas of theory related to the "strategy-as-crafting" metaphor, all of them linked thematically and substantively by the ideas of recursivity and enactment. The physiological one focuses on the hand as the primary tool for manipulating the world, and also as an often-overlooked means of stimulating cognition.
The psychological one deals with the role of practical activity as a means of shaping understanding. The third uses social constructionism, which emphasizes that what we know of reality is constructed through discursive interactions of meaning making.
Together, three bodies of literature help us extend Mintzberg's metaphor of 'crafting strategy' as "embodied recursive enactment" -involving the psychological, social as well as the physiological domain of hand-mind connection.
In developing his argument about the need to "craft strategy," Mintzberg returns There is a structural similarity shared by Mintzberg's crafting metaphor and the three literature streams we have discussed: namely, that the construction of physical or abstract objects occurs in a recursive process of enactment. We therefore conceptualize the interrelationship between activity and thought which characterizes all three levels of theory presented as recursive enactment. This phrase refers to the feedback relationship between thought and action in which each mutually structures the other. We propose, therefore, that the process that Mintzberg describes can be reframed as a process of recursive craftsmanship.
Enactment denotes the cognitive and communicative processes of sense-making and interpretation in organizations xxxii , xxxiii . The concept of recursive enactment has been mainly associated with Giddens' structuration theory, i.e. the recursive relationship between agency and structure in the constitution of society, xxxiv which has recently received wide attention in the organization, strategy and management field. xxxv However,
we employ the term enactment in a broader conceptual sense to describe mutuallyinfluencing, reflexive dynamics of elements such as hand/mind, action/cognition, speech acts/meaning that bring forth a physical or social construct. On the basis of these considerations, we offer recursive enactment as the conceptual frame for a theory of the practice of crafting strategy. It allows us to integrate the different theories that we consider relevant for such a theory development. Theories of the hand and the hand-mind connection have reminded us of the relevance and recursive dynamic of "tactile intelligence" in physiological terms. Furthermore, psychological theories of learning emphasize the relevance of such tactile intelligence for any ontogenetic epistemology, i.e. how, literally, construction impacts on the development of the human mind. Finally, the social constructionist point of view of strategy-making indicates how strategy is socially constituted through discursive interactions of meaning-making.
Crafting strategy in practice, therefore, should not only imply psychological and social elements of recursive enactment of cognitive and social constructs but also acknowledge the relevance of the tactile dimension for these processes.
Illustrative Case Study Background
Orange, a large international telecommunications company, had been a remarkable success story in its home market, arising as an upstart in a competitive environment dominated by British Telecom (a public telecomm utility company) and Vodafone (a privately owned company). A series of innovative tactics, including unit pricing approaches, billing options, non-traditional advertising, highly responsive customer service, and avant-garde lifestyle appeals, Orange had rocketed into the marketplace during the 1990s. However, Orange then went through a phase where it was acquired and sold by a variety of larger corporations, and was ultimately acquired by a very large national telecommunications utility from another country. As part of this latter transition, a key founder figure of Orange decided to leave the CEO position to an appointee from the new holding company. Also, the company's board of directors was rebuilt, and the new set of board members wrestled with the question of how to respond to the sharpening strategic difficulties facing a more mature Orange in an increasingly competitive market place.
With Orange's moves into and out of the corporate structure of several larger holding companies, though, some employees in the strategy-making department began to worry about dilution of elements they regarded as the core of Orange's success: e.g., a non corporate mindset, close attention to customer service, an entrepreneurial level of commitment to the organization, and a set of internally-and externally-directed brand values. The strategic problem they perceived, thus, was decay of the organizational attributes they felt to be at the core of its successful growth. As part of their efforts to counteract these tendencies, they contacted one of the authors in late 2000, having been intrigued by news of recent experiments in dealing with questions of strategy using a process that includes LEGO materials (see "Workshop Activities and Flow" below for further description).
In the ensuing months, the authors had repeated contact with Orange's strategy planning department and the planning/strategy staff from various businesses. There were several meetings and small-scale experiments with the company's strategy team using the experimental techniques. In an internal email, a key member of this team narrated the development of this relationship in the following way:
The Group Strategy and Futurology team at Orange SA have been experimenting with new methods to create, communicate, interpret and implement strategy since the group's foundation four years ago. … A key focus over the past 18 months has been our experiments with LSP [sic] which have revealed very promising insights in this neglected area.
It was decided that a workshop using these techniques should be conducted for a group of senior managers. The group consisted of strategists, senior contributors to the brand team, and senior human resource managers. In preparation for the workshop, the first author conducted hour-long, individual interviews with 8 of the 9 individuals who participated in the workshop. The semi-structured interviews covered individual current position and job history, perceptions of organizational morale, culture, and the company's brand. By means of these interviews we were able to identify more precisely what some of the organization's strategic needs were, identifying four key themes pertaining to the question of the Orange "brand":
Interviewees emphasized Orange's history of succeeding despite adverse circumstances with a considerable amount of pride, lending the entire discussion a palpable sense of nostalgia.
practically impossible to articulate, although many references to a "moral" or "ethical" way of operating were made.
The ability of Orange to be both ethical and successful in the past was felt to be under threat, and a choice now loomed between "being ethical" or "being successful."
The challenges of globalization were felt intensely as a need to balance the essence of 'what Orange is' with the need to adapt to local cultures and contexts.
This suggested to us the enormous significance to employees of Orange's growth story, coupled with its strong sense of itself as being both a high performing organization and a force for moral improvement in society in general. Orange's 'brand' was constantly referred to in terms suggesting an icon that fused aspects of history, mission, performance, and morality for the organization. Two excerpts from the interviews make this point particularly well. One participant said: "It was a bad year, and I did think about leaving. But it's such a fantastic brand -and some of the stuff we come up with here for promoting it -you just couldn't do it anywhere else! Christ, I've been here 11 years now…." And another offered: "The heart of this company is emotional and passionate.
It's a very emotive organization, especially because of where it came from, that powerful brand -it relates to a feeling."
With this information, we were able to frame a specific objective for the workshop: namely, to generate content for organizational strategy grounded in the power of the brand, but which acknowledged that the organization was experiencing challenges that were fundamentally different from those it had faced during its explosive growth phase.
Workshop Activities and Flow
This group of individuals then participated in a 2-day strategy workshop in which individuals use their hands collectively to build complex models of elements of their work situation.
xxxvi During the two-day retreat participants co-construct, de-construct, and reconstruct their view of the organization and its business landscape under the guidance of a facilitator.
Approaching the strategy workshop, participants seemed interested but guarded about what they were to undertake, and some skepticism was voiced. In the warm-up exercises, the senior brand manager seemed to become upset by a comment one of the other participants made about what she was doing, and she may have become more tentative in her contributions to the group work for the next several hours. After these warm-up activities, the first phase of the workshop involved building a model representing what participants could agree on as a common identity for the many-sided and diverse Orange organization. It had become much more international since its incorporation into the larger foreign national holding company, and was characterized by a great number of different groups and entities -not all of which seemed to be acting in concert with one another (recall that Orange had suddenly grown, non-organically, through takeover). The group voiced frustration with their ability to arrive at a representation they all felt was accurate but comprehensive enough, and considerable time passed with different ways of representing it offered and then rejected. They seemed to be relieved when several different views of the identity of the organization were combined to show a flotilla of ships of different sizes, shapes, capabilities, etc., scattered over the sea, straggling forwards.
Relief then gave way to some excitement, and participants' behavior began to be more positive, instead of the almost moody and pensive demeanor they had shown an hour previously.
As the end of the first day of the workshop drew near, participants' engagement remained quite intense -there was a constant degree of low-grade "building" activity around the table, and participants would frequently lean in and adjust or add to the now quite complex model on the table in front of them. In the morning of the second day, there were a number of comments about the intensity of the experience they were having.
Several individuals complained of feeling "knackered" by the intensity of the session so far. It was unclear to the researchers if this sense of being emotionally drained was viewed positively (exhaustion with a sense of accomplishment) or negatively (exhaustion without a sense of accomplishment) at this point. When one of them stated quite seriously that she had "dreamed of LEGO last night," and another quickly added that he had as well, it seemed to the researchers that the activities were having an especially strong psychological impact on the participants.
In participants nodded in acceptance of this radical statement of the importance of the brand to their present situation, even though the notion that the brand was somehow "behind" them clearly struck several people as an almost "taboo" thought.
Near the end of the second day the group was engaged in a discussion about the interactions of many of the elements they had build and represented on the table. There had been a running commentary among the group throughout the workshop about a surge of emphasis on EBITDA growing among senior management. While many among the group recognized the importance of financial issues, they also seemed to think that a focus on EBITDA alone couldn't take precedence over the more fundamental issue of attention to customers and to the brand. There were several cynical references to the concept, suggesting that it was perhaps not to be taken too seriously. But in ensuing discussions an awareness seemed to dawn on all that a great number of fundamental strategic decisions and opportunities were going to hinge on available cash. One participant muttered "EBITDA" in a tone that suggested that he had suddenly had an epiphany about the importance of this measurement to organizational success. From that point on, the group discussed the importance of EBITDA in a much less cynical way.
Aftermath
Approximately 3 weeks after the workshop, two of the researchers debriefed the senior strategy member of the participant group about continuing discussions among the group who had participated in the workshop. Subsequently, follow-up interviews were conducted with these participants, in which they evaluated the influence that this workshop had on their own activities inside the organization. Some email exchanges among Orange staff were also made available to the researchers, helping to shed light on the effects of this handcrafted approach to strategy inside the organization.
A high degree of exchange continued among the members of the group who had undergone this workshop. Many noted in the follow-up interviews several weeks afterwards how they had continued to make references to one another to the workshop and the ideas, vocabulary, and insights they had collectively had. One example of the long-term influence of this workshop is seen in the retention of the language that was used in it. Thus, a "brand futurist" sends an email and cc's approximately 25 other senior managers, in which he argues with a colleague, saying: "S-, including the reality of one of our principles following our lego [sic] days -understand (y)our own skeletons," making explicit reference to one of the group's insights during the workshop. Another member of the workshop forwards this email, taking specific note that the insight stemmed from the strategy workshop that took place 9 months previously. Still another internal email from one participant to another claimed that "the vocabulary of strategy-making [is] changing within the business" as a result of the workshop. There were certainly some critical comments --the brand manager who had been upset by a comment in the warm-up exercises noted that she did not think the workshop had produced what she deemed "professional" output. Another individual, while acknowledging the freshness of insight he had experienced in the workshop, wondered how he was to apply it in his work.
In general, one of the effects most participants remembered even several weeks afterwards was the high level of involvement and energy in the workshop. One said:
"Many of us were surprised at the level of presence we felt." An intense degree of psychological energy was reported by all participants, and, at the end of the second day, several of the participants reported having headaches from the concentration of the twoday session. Said one of the group in a later interview: "Most of us talked about having a "big, vivid memory" of the proceedings during the two days, with everyone being able to recall in detail each stage of the process and the point at which specific pieces of content emerged."
There was an implicit sense that the activity had penetrated the shell of objectivity most people have towards their work, and created an unusual subjective state. The reports of "dreaming of building with LEGO" indicate that a uniquely emotional depth was attained in this workshop. This is supported by the lasting feeling of fatigue -"feeling knackered"-that many reported having had throughout the week, as if some great accomplishment had drained them. One individual had a particularly strong statement about an emotional epiphany he'd had: "I remember reflecting on the [workshop content]
and reaching a moment of clarity that helped develop a framework for looking at the future".
Discussion
The case of this group of senior individuals at a large organization developing strategy using a manually-demanding technique illustrates the concept of "strategy crafting as embodied recursive enactment" in both literal and figurative ways. In this respect we stress the hand's role in manipulating physical objects; the constructivist and constructionist elements of learning and knowledge creation; and the construction of meaning based on discursive interaction. Below we will explicitly link our observations from the case to individual elements of the theoretical framework.
The physiological dimension: Embodying and using the hand Drawing on neuro-physiological, evolutionary and cognitive lines of research, we emphasized earlier the close link between hand and brain. Manipulation of the physical world with the hands, we suggest, constructs understanding of the world as an interior experience.
The workshop we have discussed at length in the above case study calls for extensive manipulation of materials and deft use of the hand as an instrument for creating knowledge in a visual form. In the workshop described in the illustrative case study each participant assembled more than 15 models, every one representing some element of the overall strategic situation of Orange. Some of these models were repeatedly modified during the course of the two days, while some were ultimately discarded. The models are assembled by picking up pieces, locating them relative to one another so that they fit together in the intended way, and then pressed together -again and again throughout the workshop. Smaller constructions are often turned this way and that, their different sides explored for additional building possibilities, they are linked together, perched on top of or near one another, etc. Overall, therefore, to a much more intense degree than in their other work-related activities, participants in this workshop were called to use fine motor manual skills. Thus, their hands were far more involved in the creation and exchange of information in this workshop than it is in other, more traditional types of strategy-making activities.
A closer look at three strategic issues that were explored through the workshop indicates the importance and impact of this manual activity. By building different models of ships and then repeatedly refining their arrangement relative to one another, participants generated physical representations of the organization's identity both cognitively and manually. By constructing a hitherto neglected competitor as a large, bulky figure and situating it on a shelf, spatial information was deployed to make Orange's relationship to this entity obvious. Finally, when experimenting with the relative position of the brand icon to the ship arrangement, participants experienced what was often an important but abstract concept -"the brand" -in a physical dimension.
The experience of the participants, in terms both of how they were observed to behave and what they said, suggests that the act of manipulating material was mentally stimulating (and potentially transformative). While the level of physical exertion was low during the two days, participants did report feeling that they had exerted themselves mentally, and some felt a form of mental exhaustion. This illustrates the physiological level of our theoretical model: namely, how the intensive manipulation of materials stimulated cognition, and created a physiological experience of strategy-making.
Furthermore, the concerted use of the hands in this illustrative case can be seen not only as demanding additional attention and stimulating cognitive activity, it can also be seen as a form of embodying knowledge.
Not that our hands are ever inconsequential to our behavior as humans: speech researcher Robert Krauss' observations about hand movements occurring involuntarily during speech as a mechanism to "help us think" emphasizes their importance in any case. In the case of the strategy workshop described below, people are working with the fine motor skills of their hands in ways that rarely occur in managerial settings. Thus, while one can certainly assert that writing text on a keyboard (or with a pen), or creating images on a screen by manipulating a computer mouse, is just as much a "manual" activity, one must also draw a distinction between these activities and the far different, more constructionist activity involved in building a series of 3-dimension models, and then grouping them in meaningful configurations in the space atop a table. The latter activity is a more demanding type of manipulation, and thus closer to a primal human activity such as tool-making and tool-using.
In sum, the experience reported in the case study illustrates how the physical manipulation of previously abstract concepts helps to make them accessible as embodied experience. This case study, therefore, illuminates the theoretical ideas of Piaget, and -further stillprovides a glimpse of how a "crafting strategy" approach looks like when applied in practice.
Providing a highly open-ended construction medium like LEGO bricks, in the setting of a group workshop dedicated to the representation of the organization and its landscape, meets the conditions of the "constructionist" ideal -putting together appropriate materials and appropriate context. In the case of the strategy workshop discussed in this case study, the entire group of 9 individuals used in excess of 6,000 bricks and other LEGO construction elements to build nearly 80 different models representing parts of the organization, competitors, specific organizational functions, etc.
The technique took the often abstract conceptualizations of strategy, competitive position, threats, opportunities, etc., and made them vivid and immediate as a body of selfconstructed knowledge. "It was the actual building of things that was so powerful," reported a participant. "To get what we had in that room you have got to build. It makes strategy compelling," he elaborated later.
The case study illustrates the psychological level of our theoretical framework since, at the most basic level, the model-constructing activity is both a form of accumulating visual and interpretative knowledge, as wells as a form of creating knowledge. Each new built part becomes an element in a universe of objects which can be further manipulated to generate knowledge. The action of building and creating elements of knowledge in the models implies a change not only in the overall knowledge available, but also in the relationships among the constituent elements. A recursive cycle of enacting and generating knowledge is set in motion that can be called, quite simply 'learning.' In a sense, then, crafting strategy also means crafting what Piaget would call "the object of knowledge."
These assertions are illustrated by the way that the three strategic issues discussed above were experienced by participants in the workshop. In terms of Orange's identity, the cognitive exploration of the arrangement of ships while manipulating the arrangement manually contributed to shaping a picture of an organization with independent, yet related entities. Investigating and manipulating the underestimated competitor allowed for a more close exploration of his position -both figuratively and physically. Finally, manipulating the brand icon helped participants inquiring into the nature and role of the brand in the organization's crucial transition phase.
The typical approach to addressing strategy-related problems involves posing a question, reflecting, and then verbally articulating some answer or solution. In contrast to this essentially mental method, the workshop actually has people thinking with their hands.
The activity of building models is the method by which participants simultaneously develop and represent solutions to the key questions being posed. This process therefore shrinks the gap between thought and activity, and makes the processes focused on strategy issues much more akin to the activity of the potter at her wheel that Mintzberg discussed. And, just as in the case of Mintzberg's potter, the strategy issues dealt with by the Orange group were experienced in a manner very real, vivid, and immediate, so that thought and action converged.
If we take the implications of Piaget's and Papert's work seriously, we are led to the inference that to know the organization one must, in some sense, do the work of building up some representation of it. It follows, then, that through the work of building the representation of Orange, in the form of the "flotilla" model, the participants are building simultaneously their own knowledge of this complex, multinational entity. And it may be by such means, therefore, that a "crafting strategy" approach can be made more of a form of practice than just an evocative metaphor.
In sum, then, the abstract insight that action and cognition are inseparable -as Piaget suggested -became evident for participants through their experiences in the workshop.
The Social Dimension: Enacting and 'Socially Constructing Strategy'
In the workshop, the physical construction of conceptual representations was complemented by a process of social construction of meaning through discursive interaction. The meaning negotiation -triggered and informed by the physical constructions -resulted in the participants' consensual verbal acknowledgement of the flotilla as an accurate, integrative model of Orange. They also heard, discussed, and ultimately accepted the idea of a previously underestimated competitor as an element in the three-dimensional landscape they built. Finally, they critically reviewed and then revised the unquestioned assumption that the brand drew the organization forward, and placing it finally "somehow behind" -both figuratively and literally.
In a more fine-grained analysis, the workshop illustrates the social constructionism level of the theoretical framework we have elaborated at two different levels. At one level, the aggregate of the several participants' building activities can be seen as a schematization of social construction, with the assembly and placing of each model contributing a piece of knowledge about the organization to the group's understanding. The positioning, repositioning, and sometimes even removal of elements of the model, thus, diagrams the way that meaning is being negotiated, created, and even rejected in the interaction of the participants. The resulting composite of individual contributions, therefore, can be seen as a dynamic architecture in miniature -a living maquette -of the group's resulting sense-making of its strategic situation.
At another level, it is the discursive social interaction of the group of participants in their collective work of building a coherent construction of their work environment that creates new knowledge for them of their situation. The explicit observations that support this include the statements about being surprised at the number of "competitors," about having a totalized vision of the strategic challenge confronting an organization, and about discovering the importance of EBITDA as a factor in the organization's future self-determination. Arguably, the participants were able to construct a more complete and overall view of the organization and its context than almost anyone else had. Even more importantly, their knowledge was not the abstract grasp of a concept; it was the animated knowledge of a complex thing invested with emotional energy and group involvement.
Exploring the three elements of our conceptual framework in view of the case data, therefore, highlights the analytical potential of each element. Beyond these individual elements though, the conceptual framework locates these three elements of recursive enactment as intertwined parts of an integral process. In this respect, Figure 2 synopsizes how our framework sheds light on specific elements of the crafting process discussed in the case data.
Crafting strategy as embodied recursive enactment While their work builds a theory in which the effects of individual psychological processes are traced through levels of integration to the highest and most aggregative level: from individual intuition, to individual-group interpreting, to group-organizational integrating, to organizational institutionalization. In our work we are also tracing a theoretical spiral upwards through levels of integration: from the physical, to the psychological, to the sociological. Our three-level model seems complementary, seeing direct individual physical activity as generative of certain types of cognitive states, which become filtered through group interaction processes -both verbal and physiological -and ultimately integrated in terms of new group understandings. We extend their argument, however, in terms of the importance we assign to the use of the hand and to the physical constructions it allows us to undertake in terms of strategy-making. This theoretical contribution suggests that the notion of crafting as embodied recursive enactment bridges intuiting, interpreting and integrating -the three core elements of their approach.
The theoretical framework we have developed also extends the universe of behavior typically addressed by social constructionist theory to include the overtly physiological. In this context, Giddens has been at pains to emphasize the need to "confront -in a concrete rather than an abstractly philosophical way -the 'situatedness' of interaction in time and space" in the development of social theory. This is a challenge we have taken on in developing our framework: by integrating the hand-mind dynamic into our theoretical framework, we are adding to the ways in which all of human action -not linguistic alone -enables and enacts meaning. However, we have not simply added one more dimension of action, but integrated it into a integral framework unified by the ideas of enactment and construction: the hand constructs experience, individual action constructs knowledge, and social interaction constructs meaning -a series of levels integrated by a constructionist ontology.
Theories of strategy formation inside of organizations, therefore, are also impacted by our framework, but at a very practical level. The "crafting strategy" falls broadly within what Whittington calls the "processual approach" to strategy formation, created on the basis of two fundamental notions: that rational action is cognitively bounded, and that strategy formation is strongly affected by organizational micro-politics. xxxix The core challenge to traditional strategy-making that processualism affords, however, has been at the level of theoretical critique, i.e., focusing essentially on the notion of satisficing. xl But recognizing the cognitive limits on rational action does not imply the alternatives to the classical or traditional strategy-making behaviors: in pursuing the metaphor of "crafting strategy" to its logical endpoint in a form of behavior for strategy-makers, therefore, we can add a positively practical edge to the processualist critique. Using techniques that are recursively enactive at different levels of scale in human experience (physiological, psychological, and social) allows strategy-makers to take practical action in pursuit of the successive approximations called 'strategies.'
Implications
Along with the theoretical framework we have offered in this paper, the illustrative case study of the workshop bears implications for research into strategy-making generally, and the more unconventional techniques used in this process more specifically.
Visualization:
Visualization of strategy has been an important dimension of strategy-making, and a "ideas") and more neutral objects (e.g., driftwood) in order to help represent strategic thinking in three-dimensional and associative terms.
The process described in the illustrative case is an example of a visualization process in some ways akin to cognitive sculpting. It adds, therefore, to a line of thinking about strategy as a set of particularly implicit and highly contextualized activities xliv which are especially dependent on both the mode and medium in which they are made explicit.
Cognitive sculpting does spatialize and visualize important organizational issues, but the techniques used in the illustrative case study differs in making particularly strong demands on the use of the hands for connecting and arranging the building set pieces.
Furthermore, the building set pieces are highly modular, and therefore lend themselves to more elaborate and potentially more evocative constructions than does the simple arrangement of "found objects."
Both cognitive sculpting and the strategy workshop technique reinforce the idea that the visualization and imagery of strategy may be a crucial factor in its development.
xlv Furthermore, the workshop technique suggests how a highly social activity like strategymaking activity can be embedded in both individual (constructionist) learning processes and an ineluctably physiological practice (manipulation) we use to construct the world. It also provides an example of how highly abstract theoretical constructs like "social constructionism" can be traced via a specific class of activity in the behavior of organizational members. Thus, the theory development we have offered in this paper takes what appears to be an evocative turn of phrase ("crafting strategy") and grounds it in practice.
Dramatization
The use of drama as a means of addressing organizational issues has grown in recent years xlvi , especially as a tool for organizational change management.
xlvii Consisting largely of customized dramas written on subjects like culture clash during an M&A, communication difficulties among organizational levels, drama derives its efficacy from the establishment of a second reality (that represented in the drama) which throws the contingency of the first reality (of the organizational members) into relief. While it is known from a variety of informal settings like holiday parties as a means of surfacing and addressing these challenges xlviii , formal use of drama serves explicitly as a classic "unfreezing" mechanism during a time of organizational difficulty. However, it must necessarily be supplemented with follow-up techniques, and be embedded in an overarching change management process Like the technique described above, drama is an unconventional means of addressing organizational challenges. Since drama-based interventions rely on follow-up techniques, such as debriefs, or formal and informal discussions among the audience about the issues dramatized, though, it does not go as far in helping sense-making as the technique in the workshop did. Furthermore, while many drama-based interventions can bring a power of visualization and emotional projection to organizational issues relevant to strategy, the fact that these dramas are often written as set pieces makes them less flexible as means for creating inputs to the strategy-making process. The use of human actors animates situations in a more realistic fashion than techniques which employ objects to represent reality. At the same time, though, drama-based techniques may not convey information about as wide a set of variables, since object-based techniques can implicate and reference a wider set of people, issues, trends, forces, agencies, etc., simultaneously and panoptically.
Nonetheless, dramatization shares with the object-based techniques the potential for visualization of strategic issues. As the first two authors of this paper have argued elsewhere xlix , the imagery conventionally associated with strategy and strategy-making not only carries with it assumptions about rational 'economic man,' l but also fails to capitalize on the potential for multimodal sensory inputs as a means of making sense of highly complex situations. We believe strongly that the physiological, psychological, and social dimensions of strategy-making processes need to be researched more closely, especially in ways which strive to see beyond the limits of organizational conventionality.
The "images of strategy" that strategy-makers experience -both as makers and as consumers of this imagery -is a vast reservoir of understanding that visualization approaches like cognitive sculpting and dramatization are beginning to tap.
Caveats
The illustrative case we present here, while part of a complex and long-term relationship with a very large organization, focuses on the before, during and after of a single workshop involving senior members of a large telecommunications organization. It remains, therefore, only a provisional and largely suggestive illustration rather than conclusive data. It is only reasonable to assert that additional information is needed to be able to flesh out more fully our theoretical schema of new extensions for strategy development using techniques that link the mind and the hand.
While any additional data sources on mind-hand interaction would be valuable, it would be particularly useful if these data were gathered in a similar organizational setting, using a technique similar to the workshop described above, in order to control variability better.
Certainly, other techniques that leverage the potential of the hand-mind dynamic can be used in organizational settings, using materials other than the LEGO bricks. These too should be explored, especially in juxtaposition to the workshop described herein, so that the effects of different types of material (construction potential, evocative effects of color, shape, etc.) can be assessed. Such controlled experimentation would, more importantly, provide a control for questions about potential differences in output from verbal vs. haptic techniques.
Moreover, data need to be gathered from organizations with differing types of internal norms, to check against the possibility that Orange's internal "culture" was responsible for reactions noted. Also, the fact that the group participating in this workshop consisted of a mixture of different functional backgrounds may have been in part responsible for the dynamics, so heterogeneity-homogeneity factors will also have to be controlled for in the future. Additional factors which should probably be controlled for include the role of gender and national culture, neither of which has been factored into the present data set.
In sum, the illustrative case we offer here is necessarily provisional and subject to several limitations on generalizability and interpretation, however suggestive it may be. We fully expect that a critical examination of a variety of these additional factors will contextualize the data we have presented here, for better or for worse.
Conclusion
Since 1987 the idea that strategy should be crafted has remained a provocative metaphor for ways of collapsing the artificial distinction between knowledge and action in the strategy development process in organizations. As persuasive as Mintzberg has been on the need to understand that "we act in order to think," the logical next step in approaching strategy as something to be "crafted" has not been taken. This article develops and illustrates an integrative framework to move Mintzberg's idea from metaphor to practice: crafting strategy is a process of embodied, recursive enactment.
The implication of our thesis is that crafting strategy could one day no longer be simply a compelling image of an organization uncovering new opportunities through trial and error, but a technique through which individuals collectively use their hands to develop a different type of strategy content. Instead of a detached, analytical, and cerebral activity inside organizations, therefore, the process of developing strategy can offer passion, involvement and discovery in employees' work.
